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Artist Abstract 

 

 

This is a practiced based research project that inquires into the language of 

contemporary abstract painting. My painting practice focuses on questions around the 

renewal and repetition of historical forms. Examining the re-calibration of everyday 

imagery into a studio context while delimiting previous concerns regarding painting 

technique, work ethic and the provisional. The objective in this investigation is to gain 

further understanding of my own studio methodology. I outline the processes and 

strategies that successfully generate painted forms with a relationship to current 

dialogues in abstract painting.  
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Introduction 

 

 

In criticism one is often being serious about things which are by definition not 

serious. Works, that is to say, which are seriously not serious and are difficult by 

not being difficult. (Rolfe, 1995, p.26) 

 

	  
This project is a practice based investigation of theories and concerns relating to 

particular areas of contemporary abstract painting. The following discussion refers to 

three key premises that inform my thinking and approaches to making paintings. The 

first relates to an understanding of reflexivity and incorporates ideas around repetition 

and renewal. The second contexualises the project in terms of current ideas about 

provisionality within abstract painting, connected with an irreverence of sensibility. 

The third aspect of the discussion addresses themes around the analysis of the 

everyday or the quotidian.  

 

What I want to determine and outline within this project are the methods and 

strategies used to make paintings beyond a post-modern conversation. Can repetitive 

strategies that ‘borrow’ from previous ideas within art history contribute to an active 

and idiosyncratic contemporary painting practice? Research into notions and 

expressions of the ‘everyday’ has had important consequences for the development of 

the work. The consideration of everyday themes is part of a strategic challenging of 

expectations surrounding art and in particular abstract painting. By engaging within 

quotidian references from my immediate environment, the work is positioned within a 

contemporary context.  

 

For the most part the project has been supported by a practice based research 

method. The practicalities of physical making have opened up new trajectories that 

could not have been anticipated by theoretical research alone. Though the balance is 

tipped towards practice based research, theory does inform certain modes of thinking 

that have been important to the project. Deleuze’s ideas on repetition have been of 

particular interest. Beyond that I have looked towards an aesthetic of provisionality, 
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that in some ways takes a position that seeks to undermine previous concerns in 

painting, such as the value of work ethic or technique. To some extent the position 

that is arrived at is one of irreverence. This attitude of irreverence in my painting 

practice works on values of a contradictory nature. On the one hand there is great 

respect and admiration for painting’s history while on the other, a conscious effort is 

made to deploy humour in the work in order to provoke reactions towards the 

seriousness associated with the territory of critical abstract painting.  
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Repetition and Calibration 

 

An artwork — be it a poem, painting or musical composition — continues to be because 

it is continually viewed, heard and read anew. It is read, re-read, misread and thus given 

birth to retroactively over and over again. This retroactive rewriting is sometimes so 

powerful that the original meaning — if such a concept still has any validity — 

disappears in favor of the new rendering. (Birnbaum, 2001, p. 79) 

 

cal . i . brate ˈkaləәˌbrāt/verb mark (a gauge or instrument) with a standard  

scale of readings. 

 

In understanding a contemporary painting practice whose primary concern is the 

language of abstraction, reflexivity is an informative starting point. Reflexivity and 

renewal as ideas are recurring notions within the discourse of contemporary abstract 

painting. These ideas are useful concepts in outlining how the use of historical 

repetitions (Birnbaum, 2001) can be of benefit to a painting practice. However, in 

readdressing the term ‘renewal’, is the nomenclature too misleading? The question 

is, how might I ‘recycle’ from the history of painting while bringing forth and 

cultivating an individual language. Furthermore, can I, as the maker, extract an 

altered visual language from a repetitive process as outline in Delueze’s (1968) 

theory regarding difference in repetition?  What strategies or tactics can I utilise in 

order to go beyond reactivation? 

 

Art history’s canon has been a springboard in regard to practical research. For 

example, there are certain details in formal construction I have examined within 

works by Morandi and Vuillard that have previously gone unnoticed by me. Both 

artists employ a loose and scumbled variety of brushwork along with rough wash 

marks of paint.  I have had recourse to these techniques in the past, but due to my 

recent investigations into the contemporary painterly notion of ‘provisionality’ 

(Rubinstein, 2009), I have re-evaluated these nuances in style. These re-examined 

techniques become significant in a contemporary abstract painting context. Modes 

of operation are not renewed but revived when placed into an abstract context. In 

relation to Daniel Birnbaum’s (2001) statement about the artwork continuing to be 

(p.79), this relocation of paint technique from one context to another illustrates how 
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repetition in painting can be generative. In Raphael Rubinstein’s 2009 article 

Provisional Painting he states, “The history of modernism is full of strategies of refusal 

and acts of negation” (Rubinstein, 2009, para. 2). These acts of negation can in one 

sense come about through employing a process of consciously ‘recalibrating’ some 

art historical standards in the context of day to day.  

 

The verb ‘calibrate’ relates to my practical undertakings I utilize in the sense that I 

use forms to ‘gauge’ or ‘mark’, as part of a larger process of measuring, redefining 

and animating abstract painting. This creates opportunities for standards to be 

redefined and new positions to be initiated within the process of making paintings. It 

is advantageous to borrow from previous junctures in the history of abstract 

painting, and take into consideration research around notions of repetition. Yet, 

what is more important than the process of recontexualisation, is the cultivation of 

practices in reflexivity in order to create painterly disruption and repositioning.  

  

To extend upon this discussion regarding the repetitive, Jennifer Jeffers’ text, 

Uncharted Space: The End Of Narrative (2001) introduces Deleuze’s theory on repetition 

and difference. Deleuze (1968) proposes that the ability to chart exploratory ideas 

requires a forward motion. He states, “the key to repetition with difference is 

movement because it is the space traversed that causes the difference” (cited in 

Jeffers, 200, p. 24) Briony Fer’s (2004) text, The Infinite line also references Deleuze’s 

writing on repetition. Fer points to “not what art has lost but gained through 

repetition” (p. 3). Both these commentators reinforce the generative possibilities of 

re-using or improvising on past visual devices. They reveal how artists have 

borrowed formal, technical and compositional strategies in order to raise the 

possibility of unforeseen articulations in their practices. Within this project I am 

invested in examining ‘spaces’ that come from repetitive action in order to identify 

new and different trajectories within my painting.  
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Adjacency and Rhythmicality  

   

At the recent opening talk for the 2013 exhibition Painter Painter, Jan Verwoert 

asked, “What does it mean to act in painting, through painting. What kind of forms 

of action do paintings suggest?” (Verwoert, 2013). He suggests, “we are in definite 

need of a new theory of self-reflexivity in light of the ‘ends and death’ scenarios of 

painting” (Verwoert, 2013). He proposes ‘Adjacency’ and ‘Rhythmicality’ as two 

themes underpinning some abstract painting practice.  

	                  
Verwoert defines ‘Adjacency’ as, “always being next to something, music, fashion 

and visual culture” (Verwoert, 2013). There is no seeking for finality or readdressing 

the problematics of painting and trying to outdo old modes. Painting now just 

moves alongside these other things, collecting, collating ideas, putting them onto a 

surface with an inquiry of questioning what this might look like, what might be, 

(Verwoert calls it ‘the crab walk’). These very qualities that coexist in everything 

from architecture to printed fabric motifs and other paintings, can reveal themselves 

in the painting manoeuvres of colour relationships and compositional devices. 

Verwoerts second proposition regarding questions related to the recycling of themes 

is his definition of ‘rhythmical looping’ in the paintings of artists such as Tomma 

Abts and Mary Heilmann. He contends the contemporary painter feeds on 

historical painting while also taking into consideration the contemporary rhythms 

that resonate directly within their own practice. Verwoert’s theory involves “a 

strange kind of looping, where going from point A to B is not so clear, not knowing 

where the beginning and the end is going to be”. He emphasises, “It is what it is, but 

perhaps, it is what it is but it isn’t what it is” (Verwoert, 2013). 

 

Mary Heilmann’s 1979 painting, Red, Yellow and Blue Knot, takes its primary hues 

from Mondrian, but renders them in loose gestures as opposed to his structured 

grids. In addition, she scrapes layers of paint back to reveal her process. Her work 

not only deals with modernist concerns, but is also a study of the construction of a 

painting. Raphael Rubinstein writes,  “she has always been adept at slipping little 

visual conundrums into her paintings. (There’s an almost Escher-like oscillation of 

figure and ground in many of her works.)” (Rubenstein, 2009, para. 7) These ‘visual 

conundrums’ are clever strategies that grant her paintings with an ability to engage 
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on a continuum where, as Verwoert suggest, point A and point B are not entirely 

clear. 

Similar strategies are also deployed within the paintings of Tomma Abts, whose 

work can be “deceptively straightforward” (Hoptman, 2008, p.11). Paintings like 

Veeke 2001 (Fig 3.) or Fewe 2005 entice us to look deep within the pictorial plain, as 

we try to organise the interweaving contours of forms and lines into some semblance  

of order. Regarding Abts’ work Verwoert (2008) writes; 

 

In her abstract paintings and drawings she subtly and thoroughly undermines the 

principles of gestalt recognition by creating pictures that at first present 

themselves as if they were unambiguous renderings of unitary forms. Yet when 

you spend time with them, they gradually reveal themselves to be highly 

ambiguous configurations, emerging from — and giving evidence of — a longer 

process of painting or drawing at the outset of which nothing was fixed or given.  

(p.94)   

 

Both Heilmann and Abts’ work nods toward concerns with historical abstraction, 

but their take is slightly skew-whiff. The success of their works is to some extent, 

indebted to a reflexive form of ‘looping’ or borrowing. 

 

There are noticeable similarities between Verwoert’s (2013) ‘rhythmical looping’ 

theory and Deleuze’s (1968) theory of repetition. Both are preoccupied by 

understandings of forward motion. Deleuze’s ‘repetition’ is not a reflective act, and 

likewise Verwoert’s ‘crab walk’ implies some sort of progress. Both analyses lengthen 

the spaces within actions that facilitate the differences to emerge. This could be 

likened to a game of ‘Chinese whispers’, where a sentence is slowly remodelled 

through a series of repetitions. It begins as one form only to evolve into a different 

form yet still conveys the characteristics of its origins. If painters are engaged with, 

as Verwoert states, “contemporary rhythms”, then it has to be deduced that 

contemporary themes will come through in a painting practice. As much as 

borrowing from the past will be evident, contemporary view points will also be 

positioned alongside the old. More importantly, if the work is initiated from a 

position that is neither, “fixed or given”, (as Verwoert identifies in Abts’ work), then 

the possibilities for difference and ambiguity are greatly enhanced. My practical 
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research has privileged certain strategies where forms exist in a state of self-

consciousness ‘unresolvedness’. These strategies engage with expressions of the 

‘provisional’ in contemporary painting.   

 

 

Provisional Painting 

 

Provisional painting is not about making last paintings, nor is it about the deconstruction 

of painting. It’s the finished product disguised as a preliminary stage, or a body double 

standing in for a star/masterpiece whose value would put a stop to artistic risk. To put it 

another way: provisional painting is major painting masquerading as minor painting.   

(Rubinstein, 2009, para. 24) 

      

In recent painting discourse there has been a focus on what some might perceive as 

the ‘failures of painting’, as reaction to ‘end games’ and grand gestures (Verwoert, 

2013). Awkward compositions and works that situate themselves within the 

continual flux of neither finished nor unfinished, could be understood as a response 

to this. Raphael Rubinstein (2009) raises the idea of the provisional as an aesthetic 

that challenges our ideas of what is valid as ‘good painting’. This is brought into 

question in his essay titled Provisional Painting. He observes how this method of 

provisionality induces a “self cancelling” mode, “painting that deliberately turns 

away from ‘strong’ painting for something that seems to constantly risk 

inconsequence or collapse” (para. 1). Rubinstein’s observations seem to perfectly 

describe the mode of execution evident within the works of Fergus Feehily and 

Richard Aldrich. The paintings of these artists display an approach more typically 

associated with ‘drawing’. In fact, ‘drawing’ might be regarded as the leitmotif of 

provisional painting. The works of Feehily and Aldrich act out an investigative 

process that eludes conventional resolution. Due to the ways these works operate 

outside the structures that are “too invested in permanence and virtuosity” (para. 3), 

they have the ability to engage the viewer on different terms. The paintings of 

Feehily and Aldrich demonstrate qualities that look to have been executed rapidly, 

casually and even randomly. The modus operandi of Belgian painter, Raoul de Keyser, 

is Rubenstein’s example of  ‘tentative impermanence’. Barry Schwabsky (2004) has 
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described De Keyser’s painting as leaving viewers somewhat perplexed.  Is it, 

“surpassingly sensitive—or is it? The grubby color, fresh and beautifully 

calibrated—but is it, really? The sense of doubt never quite goes away” (cited in 

Rubinstein, 2009, para. 4). What is also evident in Feehily, Aldrich and de Keyser’s 

work, is a suggestion that the canvas or support is not positioned to depict ideas that 

were previously finalized or resolved in their conception, rather, in a very traditional 

and expressionist fashion, the surface/canvas is used for the rehearsal of the 

preliminary performance/concept.  

 

Regarding the ‘Everyday’ 

 

For some, this turn to the ordinary leads to a recognition of the dignity of ordinary 
behaviour, or the act of stating simply, ‘here is value’. (Johnstone, 2008. p. 12) 

                     
 
If art history is useful to use as a reflective informant along with the recalibration of 

preconceived ideas then what other templates exactly am I using within this action 

of reflexivity? Everywhere around there is ‘value’ (Johnstone, 2008) in the 

overlooked. However, locating the particular value of things is not possible without 

recourse to a ‘subjective’ viewpoint versed in historical concerns of painting and 

“contemporary rhythms ” (Verwoert, 2013). In return, that subjective viewpoint can 

then be a template for relating ideas to painting. The ‘quotidian’ as an idea is one 

model that fuels this project. A painting practice invested in the making of forms 

with re-assessed values, necessitates a continual analysis of the day to day. Seeking 

things of value and the minor occurrences that get overlooked by non-artists are the 

very subject matter, that when placed in the context of abstract painting, can open 

up new investigations into form and composition. How best to interpret ‘quotidian’ 

subject matter within the arena of abstract painting is the question. 

 

Norman Bryson (1990) discusses these matters in Looking at the Overlooked. Here he 

elucidates on the term “rhopography”( p. 61) explaining it as, “the depiction of those 

things which lack importance, the unassuming material base of life that 

‘Importance’ constantly overlooks” (p.61). Despite the fact that Bryson’s text is a 

study on early European still life painting, the content pertains to contemporary 
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concerns in abstract painting that references the ‘everyday’. In the chapter on 

painter Juan Sánchez Cotán, Bryson writes;  

 

Cotán’s paintings aim to persuade vision to shed its worldly education—both the eye’s 

enslavement to the world’s ideas of what is worthy of attention, and the eye’s sloth, the 

blurs and the entropies of vision that screen out everything in creation except what the 

world presents as spectacular (p. 64). 

 

Persuasion, consideration, “here is value” (Johnstone, 2008. p. 12), these ideas 

collectively illustrate the potential the ‘quotidian’ can convey in the context of 

abstract painting. Familiarity with form can evoke recollections within the viewer, 

echoing their own experiences of the everyday. Familiar painted forms act as a 

trigger for the viewer to reconsider unquestioned perceptions of the everyday and its 

relations to contemporary painting.  

 

Abstract painting’s history is only as relevant as to contemporary practioner’s 

revisitation makes it. As Daniel Birnbaum (2001) has suggested, “the origin is 

nothing without its repetitions” (p.80) Yet Birnbaum also considers pertinent 

questions Hal Foster raises; 

 

How to tell the difference between a return of an archaic form of art that bolsters 

conservative tendencies in the present and a return to a lost model of art made in order 

to displace customary ways of working? (cited in 2001, p. 84). 

 

 ‘Displacement’ is a key notion in order to disavow conservative tendencies. I 

consider a form of ‘displacement’ comes from looking at the overlooked, seeking out 

the ordinary things of value, finding worth in modest forms. 
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Fig 1. 
Untitled work 2012 
Acrylic on paper 
29.7 x 21 cm 
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Studio Context 

All the real work is done in the rehearsal period. 

     Donald Pleasence  

draw |drô| pull or move (something) in a specified direction. 

 

Drawing Rehearsals 

 

Throughout this project an analysis of painting methodologies within my practice 

has revealed a strong focus on drawing practices — to the point that the distinctive 

qualities of drawing and painting have become a reflective focus. A large degree my 

paintings on canvas are by-products of the practice of working on small painted 

abstract works on paper. These small works explore form, colour and composition 

in the mode of exercises or preliminary drawings. The process is conducive to 

making larger works on canvas and can be likened to the analogy of ‘painting 

rehearsals’. It should be noted that the exercise is not about transferring preliminary 

drawing and up scaling to canvas. These rehearsals on paper focus more on a 

practice of painting movements, gestures and brushstrokes that go towards the 

building of concepts within the making of forms. The works on paper exercise is to 

some extent an engagement with ideas about drawing strategies and their 

relationship to the modalities of painting. In some instances paint is laid on in broad 

gestures that take full advantage of the mediums capabilities. In other instances 

paint application is quite conservative, as if it was a pencil or crayon, navigating 

single, figurative lines associated with examples of idle and absentminded ‘doodling’. 

Both these execution methods use the medium of paint, putting it under the 

category of ‘painting’ yet there is a certain rendering at times that also identifies 

itself with those of a drawing action.  

 

As this painting project is invested in examining the key moments in the provisional 

and preliminary junctures that come out of small studies on paper, perhaps some 

further definition of the elements that distinguish drawing and painting is required. 

The act of drawing is usually located at the beginning of a process. Drawing in some 

instances is a preliminary stage that informs what is yet to come, just as plans or  
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Fig 2. Studio process of the works on paper exercise. 

Fig 3 and 4 
Untitled works 2012 
Acrylic on paper 
29.7 x 21 cm	  
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diagrams are ‘drawn’ in order to indicate prospective outcomes or results. The 

results of these drawing explorations are useful in order to aid subsequent making of 

works on canvas. What can be deduced from these drawing/painting strands is the 

directness of the action that comes from such an approach. Careful consideration is 

given to allow marks and motifs to reveal themselves with a degree of frankness. 

This method of drawing, carried out with preliminary intent, has the advantage of 

maintaining certain provisional aspects. 

  

These work on paper exercises locate themselves in a territory where free 

exploration can be played out with very little judgment. Criticism at this particular 

stage of the activity is not of great-importance. What is of real interest when 

analyzing the working process is the very preliminary stage, more specifically, the 

minor mishaps and moments of free association involved in the articulation of form. 

In order to seek out these structural and compositional irregularities there is a process 

of setting up systems of provocations and interventions. These works on paper 

survey and play out various compositional forms and colour combinations from 

remembered day-to-day observations that address the everyday domestic visual 

material on offer. Each form is a represented visual element from the urban 

environment that has been mentally snapped and recorded. An assortment of 

information is collated from faded and torn advertising on billboards, architecture, 

buffed graffiti, hand painted sandwich boards outside shops to fabric and print 

designs worn by fellow train commuters. If a more complex pattern is spied, small 

notes are recorded within a visual diary with brief illustrations pointing out the 

particulars of the form to later refer to. Beyond that it can be a simple process of 

casually and somewhat unconsciously representing this mental archive on paper. 

Essentially, the studies identified as unsuccessful, can easily be discarded without 

feeling too much has been invested. More importantly though, the process of little to 

no quality control also makes concessions for the provisional characteristics of forms 

that could be too hastily discarded. 

 

At the beginning of these painting sessions a bordered template of a 15 x 15 cm 

square or a 15 x 17 cm rectangle is laid over an A4 sheet of paper. This frame 

establishes a template or platform to play out the various possibilities of form and 

colour I want to convey. Momentum and pace is of importance as it is conducive to 
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the continual flow of ideas without breaking into critique. Acrylic paint is used for its 

rapid drying time and the ease with which it allows quick, additional layers or 

editing within the forms. From there it is a matter of producing as many works 

possible until ideas run dry or paper runs out. The resulting works are put aside and 

reviewed at a later date when the particulars of the working session are forgotten. At 

their later reassessment, these exercises can reveal surprising results, displaying 

unusual moves along with the ‘mistakes’, that are to some extent a consequence of 

the action of automatism in the painting. When displayed together, for subsequent 

critique, the effortlessness and immediacy of many of the works is evident. Although 

the approach to making these works is identified with preliminary ‘drawing 

exercises’ these works flaunt their ‘finished’ status. The paper work exercises are a 

long-standing method that keeps the painting practice and its concepts moving and 

developing.  
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Practicing the Everyday 

 

     

 

 

 

 

An example of the kind of visual resources used as a structural foundation is the pair 

of colour Post-It Notes seen in Figure 5.  I found both the relationship of the purple 

and pink hues and the compositional symmetry of particular interest. Through the 

process of transference from the original source to the representation of the post-it 

note the form is extracted from the everyday. The focus is directed towards the 

execution of the painted form and the decisions made in relation to the figure and 

ground and positive and negative elements. These decisions reinvigorate a once 

ordinary and domestic visual resource, drawing the attention to its own “value of 

worth” (Johnstone, 2008, p.12). The Post-It Note is one example of the many 

elements from the quotidian field that I am alert to. There is catalogue of 

photographic images I have built up over the past couple of years that show various 

elements in the urban environment that interest me. The photographs are taken and 

then set aside, not used as direct reference points. It is almost as if the action of 

photographing these moments in the day to day alone is enough to validate their 

importance and then placing them into my own ‘memory file’ to pull from at a later 

date. Moreover, the ongoing activity of taking photographs within the urban 

Fig 5.  
Post-it notes 
photograph 

Fig 6. 
Untitled work 2012 
Acrylic on paper 
29.7 x 21 cm 
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Process photographs of the ‘quotidian’ or the everyday ‘things of value’ taken for visual resources. 
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landscape leads to further developments within the studio making process. As an 

extension of documenting particular ordinary and everyday things outside of the 

studio the mind becomes sensitive to similar visual circumstances inside the studio. 

In a way the photographic eye has trained me to observe and collect the leftovers 

from the activities of making, holding them up for consideration as forms of interest. 

Fragments from pieces of cloth, painting rags and excess paper cuttings from stencils 

are studied and pinned around the studio as another way to find value in the 

everyday. These surplus remainders may even be brought together to construct my 

own type of ‘found object’ to be used as references for the painting process. The 

studio working process becomes a cyclical action where the making generates 

further ideas and further making.  

 

 

	  	  	   	  

	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Excess and residue made into ideas for further painting. 
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Fig 7. 
Wrapped Painting 2013 
Oil on canvas 
560 x 460 mm 
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Painting Standards 

 

Painting on canvas is approached with the same casual attitude as the exercise of 

making small works on paper. Like the paper works, there are no high expectations 

of results in the making of the larger paintings. By drawing upon a number of visual 

elements (ie. findings) from the smaller works, and the gathering of resources from 

everyday elements, the ensuing painted form has a point of reference to begin from. 

The result of ‘displacing’ particular ‘everyday’ motifs and relocating them within a 

painting context is that new theories and conversations may be generated  

 

Another example of utilising the domestic as a visual commodity is shown in works 

like Wrapped Painting (Fig 7) that incorporate a polka-dot motif as a signifier that 

relates to the domestic. This is one of several visual devices used for making 

paintings that can evoke or address the familiar. The familiarity of a polka-dot motif 

in the painting, like the post-it note motif, becomes unfamiliar at the same time as it 

is placed within the context of ‘art’ and therefore causes an adjusting of visual 

perceptions. In Wrapped Painting, the ubiquitous polka-dot pattern becomes a thing in 

itself while also being transmuted into abstraction. 

 

One enquiry into the making process has been to address its rectangular (mostly 

portrait) format and various framing devices. What might it look like to represent 

the ‘idea’ of a painting by incorporating its general sense of objectness or the Mise en 

abyme?  I have pursued this to the extent of utilising the whole surface and going to 

efforts to consciously paint the sides of the frame in order to emphasise its 

objectness. The front and sides of the painting’s structure is treated like a tableau 

opposed to a surface where the pictorial is placed on top (Damisch, p 166). The use 

of framing devices and motifs that frame the pictorial space places emphasis on the 

support itself, substantiating efforts to make a painting of a painting, or in other 

words, reiterate, the Mise en abyme. These framing devices in the painting also 

reference the bordered template common to works on paper. After examining the 

formal qualities of each work on paper the border around the pictorial is also taken 

into consideration as a compositional device, its ‘value’ is considered (S. Johnstone, 

2008). This framing element has found its way into various works as in Painting in 

Perspective (fig 13) and Rollerball (fig 16). According to Francis Pound (2004) in Gordon 
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Walters en abyme, the, “painting proper” and the, “insert”, describe this type of 

painting within a painting (p.22). By taking the whole composition of the paper work 

into consideration for Rollerball and Painting in Perspective, the surface and proportions 

of the A4 size paper becomes the formal structure of the ‘painting proper’ where the 

form is ‘inserted’.  

 

Provocations and Interventions: Second Guessing the Viewer 

 

In order to keep developing my practice I look for ways to generate painted forms 

that second-guess the viewer. As a result, some of my paintings have particular 

configurations that perhaps indicate, nothing is what it seems at first glance. My 

method is to establish forms of provocations and interventions. These manoeuvres 

summon irregularities in the structural elements of the works. This is conducive to 

maintaining prolonged activation in the picture plane and form. By inviting chance 

elements into the painting practice, further possibilities develop within the project. 

In the example of Cricket Painting (Fig 8.), a lattice like convergence of sap green and 

ochre diagonal lines appear to have an orderly and methodical structure, yet on 

closer inspection the construction is quite random. The work exhibits “disrupted 

symmetry” (p.26) In making this painting, conscious, yet non-specific, structural 

decisions were made to allow for indeterminate diagonal intersections.  

The first diagonal would be started from the top right, and breaks in the line were 

made as it traveled to the lower left of the canvas. From there another line in the 

opposite direction started from the lower right and the same operation of 

intermittent breaks. The decision whether converging lines would pass over or 

under was made, somewhat arbitrarily. To a degree the “disrupted symmetry” 

(p.26) maintains a prolonged activation of the form and picture plane. By courting 

irregularities in the structural elements of the painting, the viewer may engage in 

further observation and reflection of the artist’s decision. 
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   10.            11. 

 Fig 8. Cricket Painting 2012, oil on canvas 400 x 350 mm 
Fig 9. 1550 Eyeline 2012, oil on canvas 400 x 315 mm 
Fig 10. Circle Work 2012, oil on canvas 420 x 350 mm 

9.	  
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 As much as this practice is about the creating of forms, it is also about the practice 

of editing and choosing what to leave out. In Circle Work (Fig 10.) oval bands of 

colour were executed on the canvas but when it came to the final band of yellow, I 

questioned the need to continue it uniformly. Instead of carrying on with its orbit, 

the yellow band ends abruptly, as if the exploration in form had been abandoned. 

Similarly with Shelved Painting (fig 11.) the decision to discontinue a second coat of 

dark green quarter way through questions the painting’s overall execution. The 

editing in these instances results in an ‘unfinished’ aesthetic that extends the internal 

dialogue of the viewer as to whether is finished or not. If the painting is in an 

exhibiting context then the viewer must, may well conclude that it is finished. 

However, the ‘provisional’ aesthetic restrains the work in a constant state of 

indeterminacy. 

 

In each aspect of the process, confidence about the mechanics of execution is 

deployed to accentuate uncertainty. In 1550 Eyeline (Fig 9.) a confidence in the flow 

of line and handling of the medium is depicted. The structural elements and 

decisions in composition and the pictorial trickery (is it tape or is it painted to look 

like tape?) is a device used to call understated nuances to the forefront. The 

representation of tabs of blue tape (also used in Circle Work), refer to the discussion 

around ‘painting within a painting’ and alludes to trompe l'oeil. 1550 Eyeline also 

exemplifies a certain irreverence and humor within the execution. On the one hand, 

the work takes the practice of painting and its historical contexualisation very 

seriously, while on the other, it toys with a position of impudence. Preconceived 

ideas about what painting ‘should look like’ or ‘how it should be’ are disrupted. 
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Fig 11.  
Shelved Painting 2012 
Oil on canvas 
420 x 350 mm 
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More Studio Techniques and Strategies 

 

Colour in my work is a response to my immediate environment. The palette of my 

studio production references contemporary fashion, seasonal trends as well as taking 

into account extensive research into historical and contemporary imagery from 

books and web images. Taking note of fabric designs worn by fellow train 

commuters becomes an exercise in how colours work best together. In thinking 

about the use of colour, theories regarding provocation and disruption are also 

considered. As much as fashionable and attractive colours are used to create 

engaging paintings, ‘off-colours’ of a different or unattractive palette are also 

applied. In Cricket Painting and Shelved Painting (Fig 11.) a palette of an odd choice was 

intentionally applied. The Sap green colour has a ‘muddy’ hue, while the same tone 

in Cricket Painting is paired with a gold/ochre. As much as this is a provocation to the 

viewer, who might well ask, ‘why choose such unappealing colours?’ I also want to 

question my own colour choices. These are not palette choices I would normally 

consider. Once again it is about what is perceived as ‘attractive’ and consciously 

raising certain disparities and irregularities within the work. 

 

A final account of the various strategies and techniques that underpin the work must 

mention the use and application of oil paint. Elements of pentimento and the bleeding 

through of under-painting evoke the qualities of a palimpsest within the works, 

reinstating the previous decisions and directions involved within in its final outcome. 

Finally there is an investment in leaving clear indications of ‘the hand’ that makes 

the painting. Evidence from the hand of the maker further strengthens the 

provisional aspects of these paintings. Also the scale of these works (mostly approx. 

350 x 400 mm) position them within the domestic, which again reinstates their 

preliminary qualities that refer to the idea that each painting was a haphazard 

thought, quickly executed onto the surface. The paintings are generally made quick 

 

Fig 12. Dot Painting 2013, oil in canvas 400 x 350 mm 

Fig 13. Painting in Perspective 2013, oil on canvas 1340 x 940.5 mm 

Fig 14. Untitled Painting 2013, oil on canvas 400 x 350 mm 

Fig 15. Untitled Painting 2013, oil on canvas 350 x 350 mm 

Fig 16. Rollerball 2013, oil on canvas 420 x 350 mm 

Fig 17. Painting made easy 2013, oil on canvas 350 x 300 m 
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     12.             13. 

 

 14.  15. 

 

 16.        17. 
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and swiftly in one layer using the technique of alla prima. I make considered choices 

in compositions of colour, adjoining them with their complimentary or discords as a 

way to ‘activate’ the paintings tonal qualities. The use of stencils and masking to 

establish clean lines and hard edges exists in tension with the other more immediate 

techniques of paint application. Bringing background and foreground onto the same 

plane establishes, and triggers a visual ‘push and pull’ of certain forms and edges. 

The ‘hard-edge’ quality from masking particular areas heightens the contrast 

between clean lines and loosely painted or drawn passages. This points up a casual 

and irreverent attitude that pervades the paintings.  
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Fig 18. 
Pink Colour Blok 
Oil on canvas 
400 x 350 mm 
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Installation and Exhibiting 

 

For the end of year thesis exhibition St Paul St Gallery Two space was requested 

specifically. Its generous natural light and appropriate wall space was suitable for 

my requirement to make alterations to the tone of the wall. Previously I had been 

aware of how in my studio, the white ground in my paintings would blend too 

closely to the white of the wall. By hanging my paintings onto a slightly greyer 

wall area, greater contrast was achieved and the paintings were enhanced 

visually. As with many aspects of my practice the manipulating of the wall tone 

lent itself to visual trickery. The tone was darkened only slightly, enough to not 

be noticeable while at the same time allowing my paintings to stand out with 

significant contrast. The other reason for choosing the galleries West wall, was it 

could easily be adjusted tonally without interfering with the other walls. The grey 

colour could be confined to the one wall without the need to negotiate where the 

grey should end.  

 

Initially at the start, my strategy for install was going to involve a multi layered 

salon style hang. However, upon creating various preliminary ‘mock-ups’ the 

decision to hang modestly, along a horizontal eyeline was reached. This decision 

was reached by taking into consideration the nature of these particular works, 

their colour, vibrancy and content. A simple hang was the most suitable as the 

initial planned salon hang would only overcomplicate the visuals. With this 

horizontal hang viewing the works in succession along a height of 1550 cm 

allowed for the paintings to hold their own. It also further established their 

relationship to each other, reinforcing their energetic and humorous language 

and the projects mode of operation.  

Nine works in all were hung, seven on the main wall with two smaller works to 

the left on the South facing wall. The two smaller works balanced the overall 

install successfully, each complimented the other in their partnership while the 

visual break in the door way created a perfect resting point between the two walls 

and the further seven works.  
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A Form of Perseverance  

 

In writing about the concerns and position of abstract painting in 2009 for the 

exhibition Oranges and Sardines, Garry Garrels (2009) asks, “What is the claim of 

abstract painting to our attention, to our lives? Why should it continue to persist 

a century after its emergence?” (p.13). In answering his own question he looks to 

the relative youth of abstraction as an art form and refers to Robert Ryman’s 

comment, that it was impossible for Ryman to fathom that it might be exhausted. 

To him, the far more likely situation was that abstraction was still in an early 

phase, that its future could hardly be imagined. As Ryman suggests, abstractions 

potential might not be realized for decades to come (Garrels, 2009). 

 

In terms of this project, abstraction in contemporary painting addresses an 

understanding of the ‘provisional’ aligned with an engagement of the ‘everyday’. 

Both positions are useful to undermine the norms of past and contemporary 

‘values’ in visual art. As Stephen Johnstone (2008) comments in his essay on The 

Everyday, “the everyday sparks a distrust of the heroic and the spectacular” (p. 12). 

Provisionality in painting addresses distrust towards megalogrophy, “the 

depiction of those things in the world which are great—the legends of the gods, 

the battle of heroes, the crisis of history” (Bryson, 1990, p. 61), or to go one step 

further, the grand gestures of 1950’s American abstract expressionism. My 

position looks to undermine past heroics in fixations on producing last paintings 

and the exteriorising of crisis (Verwoert, 2004, p.3). My practice involves looking 

to everyday moments or instances for visual cues that might cause aesthetic 

disruption. At the advent of this project, it was understood that reflexivity was a 

key component of my studio process. Considering that this is a process concerned 

with problem solving, it positions the activity of making paintings as a means of 

revisiting problematics in abstraction. The process of making is an iterative, 

reflective activity where the mark or gesture generates the next move. The 

operation takes the form of questions and provocations that oscillate until a 

decision is made about the end of the process. The deliberate choices and 

strategies deployed, as in over-painting, canceling out and disruptions, have the 

pretense of being ‘counter-productive’, but these plans of action only broaden the 
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scope of what can be done. The decisions evoke a certain resolution while, 

conversely leaving, open-ended questions for the viewer.   

 

A considerable degree of chance and irreverence towards the traditions and 

language of painting is the foundation of this practice. The sense of irreverence I 

have in mind dovetails with Rubinstein’s (2009) notion of a, “turning away from 

strong painting” (para. 1). The ‘irreverent form’, is not an attack on painting, but 

a relishing of the inexhaustible possibilities of abstraction.  
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Installation view St Paul St Gallery Two 2013 

Installation view St Paul St Gallery Two 2013 
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L to R S.M.’s favourite 2013. Coffee Painting 2013 oil on canvas 

Circle Work 2013 oil on canvas	  
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L to R Wrapped Painting 2013. 1550 Eyeline 2013 oil on canvas 
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